
Am I able to make delivery changes on the fly? 

As dispatchers receive special delivery requests or new orders, they’re 
able to confidently manage and schedule those new deliveries at a  
moment’s notice with the right optimization software that shows a  
real-time map of all routes in progress.

Can I track my drivers after they leave the warehouse?  
Not knowing the whereabouts of delivery technicians can hurt you. 

With GPS tracking and real-time updates, you can locate a technician,  
view how far along they are in a delivery and oversee their remaining  
workload. You improve productivity and ultimately your bottom line. 

Are route optimization solutions really worth it?  

An integrated cloud-based route optimization solution uses one 
button to clarify the best route and communicate with the mobile  
app, making it easy, effective and less expensive than traditional 
route-planning processes. In fact, with Brightree Mobile Delivery,  
most providers report an immediate ROI.  

Can I do a better job of keeping the day on track?  If you’re not able  
to centrally manage your deliveries, you can definitely do better. 

Cloud-based route optimization systems — like Brightree’s Transport 
Manager — transform your scheduling and logistics in ways you never 
thought possible. You can generate pick tickets and manifests, monitor 
delivery status in real time, review proof-of delivery documents and 
then store them in your online content management system. 

Am I wasting time planning my driver’s routes manually?   
If your business is like most, drivers are still using outdated methods  
such as push pins on an oversized map stuck to the wall or map  
applications on their phones that aren’t synched to the dispatcher.

Route optimization software only requires having addresses in the  
system and hitting enter for the suggested route. You save drivers  
and dispatchers valuable time, money and materials.

mobile delivery moves  
to a faster finish line 
The journey from point A to point B can be arduous. But with the right route  
planning technology, you can go from good to great with optimal routes,  
on-time deliveries and better care of your patients and your business. 

Answer the questions along our roadmap to keep your journey on track from start to finish.

Get to the finish line faster and more efficiently by replacing outdated,  

cumbersome and expensive manual scheduling, routing and  

delivery documentation with mobile delivery technology. 

For more information or to request a demo    brightree.com/consult    1.833.916.1554
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